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UNITY IS STRENGHT 

 

 

Incomparable style and cutting-edge technology featured by the new bonded fabrics by Carvico. 

Four fabrics sharing the same passion for life and extreme challenges which are versatile, 

comfortable, dynamic and very different: 

 

CORTINA  

Compact and delicate on the skin, it boasts a double personality: soft and warm on one side, 

thanks to its soft brushing which works as an efficient thermal insulation system, and waterproof 

and windproof on the other for defending the body from humidity and bad weather thanks to its 

exclusive membrane.  Ideal for the production of techno-jackets and outerwear garments.  

 

EVEREST  

An “energetic” fabric which offers absolute comfort and a perfect fit. Similarly to Everest it has got 

two different “faces”: soft, warm and brushed on one side, waterproof on the other. Also in this 

case, the fabric offers an efficient protection against wind thanks to the inner membrane. Ideal for 

the production of techno-jackets to be worn to face even the harshest weather conditions.    

 

TOKYO  

Trendy and compact, Tokyo embraces the body and perfectly fits the silhouette ensuring maximum 

comfort and freedom of movement.  It is ideal for the creation of lightweight, high performance and 

stylish jackets.  
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DUBAI  

It is an innovative fabric with an exclusive scuba effect. The latest addition to the family, it boasts a 

contemporary and stylish look, perfect for extreme sports. But it also ensures comfort, a perfect fit 

and duration.   

Indestructible, like all bonded fabrics by Carvico.   

 

 

CORTINA 

Composition: 82% PA - 18% EA (XTRA LIFE LYCRA®) | mid layer: 100% polyurethane membrane 

Width: 147 cm    

Weight: 350 g/m2 

 

EVEREST 

Composition: 85% PA - 15% EA (LYCRA® XTRA LIFETM) | mid layer: 100% polyurethane 

Width: 147 cm    

Weight: 410 g/m2 

 

TOKYO 

Composition: 85% PA (MICRO) - 15% EA  

Width: 145 cm    

Weight: 245 g/m2 

 

DUBAI 

Composition: 78% PA (RECYCLED) - 22% EA (LYCRA® XTRA LIFETM) 

Width: 145 cm    

Weight: 395 g/m2 
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